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2019 Onyx 1000w Electric Pocket Mini Dirt Bike-PBC4562

Rating: Not Rated Yet
Price
$455.98
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Electric Pocket Bikes: 2019 Onyx 1000w Electric Pocket Mini Dirt Bike-PBC4562

We are here after your purchase. Whether you require warranty or replacement parts, we believe having the parts for the bikes we sell important
to our customers. Most shops will only sell you a bike, leaving you unable to repair and maintain your purchase. Parts

PERFORMANCE POCKET DIRTBIKE BIKE
The redesigned 1000w electric dirt bike is the upgrade from its 374 gas mini dirt bike predecessor. The beautiful 2-tone color and compact
36v12ah batteries are an adorable addition for mini moto enthusiasts. The drilled disc brakes allow for excellent stopping power and fully
enclosed chain guard covering a drive chain prevents debris from flying over and hitting the rider or vital bike parts.
The Onyx Electric Dirt Bike for kids will raise your play times to unheard levels of excitement thanks to its awesome 36 volt power. The
aerodynamic design of this electric motorcycle is truly awesome and people will be amazed when you speed by at 25 km/h. Plus it has enough
power to go up hills and inclines. Even though the pocket rocket can reach such high speeds, the rides will always be very smooth because of
the tires. The twist grip acceleration control gives you unprecedented control over your bikes speed. Children will feel like they are racing an
adult size dirt bike and it is sure to become one of their favorite toys.

This incredible electric Onyx mini dirt bike runs on a powerful 1000w electric engine. The Onyx Electric Dirt Bike will keep you ripping for
hours of enjoyment with its' 12V/12aH batteries. Quickly gert back into your trails with a charge time of only 4-6 hours.
Leave the competition in your dust when reaching speeds of up to 25 km/h. Safe and reliable with its' front and rear disk brake for
adequate stopping power.
The overall build quality is unmatched and now with brand new design and colour concepts - be the envy of all your friends. The 1000w
engine is powerful but lightweight, giving the GIO Onyx Mini Dirt Bike an overall weight of a measly 28 Kgs.
Features a fully-enclosed chain guard oreventing debris from hitting or damaging vital components.

SPECS
Motor: 36V Brush Motor
Battery: 12 V12AH*3 PCS
Life of Battery: over 250Cycles
Charger: 110V-240V
Charging time: 5 - 7 hours
Top speed: 25KM/H
Tire size: 2.5-10
Driving system:Chain
Brake: Front/Rear Disk Brake
Suspension system:Front shock/Rear spring
Max loading: 90 kg
GW: 38 KG / /NW: 33 KG
The vehicle size:120*60*78CM
Packing size:110*27*66CM

Onyx Electric Dirt Bike Assembly video
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